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victor and VideoEdge 6.1
Enhanced capability for AI-driven forensic search enables 
operators and investigators to quickly find an object-
of-interest based on type and attribute in victor and 
VideoEdge v6.1. 

In security, response time is of the utmost importance, but relying 
on human eyes to detect real-time security risks is prone to error. 
Furthermore, searching for a person or object of interest traditionally 
requires an experienced investigator with deep knowledge of the 
camera network to locate the relevant hours of video footage to  
quickly and accurately find objects that could otherwise be missed.

Illustra AI proactively identifies an ever-expanding set of object 
classifications and attributes as they stream in from the camera, 
generating rich metadata aligned with stored video. This allows you 
to search against this synchronized metadata stream within victor to 
quickly find specific objects and people based on color description.

A new AI hitbox overlay in victor enables live visualization of Illustra AI object detection and tracking, object classification,  
and object attributes.

Updates to the Forensic Search tool empowers operators and investigators to build simple to complex queries of the  
NVR-stored metadata. Multiple objects and attributes can be added to a query with either a Match All or Match Any criteria.

Key Features
Enhanced capability for AI-driven  
forensic search
• Quickly find an object of interest  

based on type and attribute 

AD Cloud Services –  
VideoEdge Archiving
• AD Cloud Services extends storage 

via a hybrid-cloud solution 

Command Center Configuration  
Tool Enhancement
• American Dynamics offers an  

application-specific, cost-effective, 
easy-to-install video wall solution 

Enable Camera Alerts and Analytics  
Concurrently



AD Cloud Services – VideoEdge Archiving

Traditionally an on-premises only VMS offering, American Dynamics is now introducing AD Cloud Services to extend storage 
via a hybrid-cloud solution. Simply enable archiving on your VideoEdge NVR and select Cloud storage. Choose from storage 
subscriptions ranging from 7 days to 5 years on all cameras or only the most critical streams.

Protect against lost video footage due to natural disaster, extend your video retention policy without extending your  
IT footprint and seamlessly retrieve archived video via victor search tools. Please contact your local American Dynamic 
sales representative for more information on pricing and regional availability.

Other victor and VideoEdge v6.1 
Key Features and Benefits

Command Center Configuration Tool Enhancement

Video wall solutions are traditionally complicated to specify, procure and deploy, often requiring custom 3rd party solutions. 
By offering an enterprise VMS agent alongside tested and trusted victor workstations, input devices, large format displays 
and mounting hardware, American Dynamics offers an application-
specific, cost-effective, easy-to-install video wall solution.

New enhancements to the Command Center Configuration tool now 
allow the deployment of 2x2, 3x2, 3x3, and 4x2 video wall configurations. 
Create multiple configuration profiles to change your display wall settings 
dynamically, allowing the security operations center to transform based 
on facility schedules, special events or an expanded SOC footprint. The 
end-to-end Command Center solution is further augmented with the 
introduction of a new range of desktop displays.

Enable Camera Alerts and Analytics Concurrently

To date, VideoEdge users could only choose one analytic or alarm 
source per camera stream. Now, as American Dynamics and Illustra 
products receive more AI and analytic capability, multiple data sources 
(VideoEdge-based Video Intelligence, server-based Illustra AI, or 
camera-based Illustra AI) need to be considered.

One common use case is the need to enable Edge-based alerts from 
Illustra cameras concurrently with VideoEdge Video Intelligence. Now, 
a system administrator or integrator can configure these concurrently 
and without having to compromise on what analytic/alert sources come 
through to the victor security operations center.

Professional Video Management Monitors 

American Dynamics Professional Desktop Monitors facilitate a wide range 
of viewing angles, providing a clear and comfortable visual experience 
over extended monitoring periods. Each monitor features intuitive on-
screen menus and front panel controls for adjusting display parameters 
to your individual preference. Available in four sizes to offer optimal 
installation flexibility, these LED monitors are slim, lightweight and energy 
efficient. They can also be installed on a wall with optional wall mounts to 
maximize desktop workspace. 

Professional  
Desktop Monitors  
Key Features
Thin Bezel
• Minimized bezel gap in multi-monitor 

usage for easier set up and elegant 
viewing experience 

Built-in KVM Switch
• Control 2 monitors with single keyboard 

and mouse (ADLCD34MCWQ only) 

Ergonomic Options
• Tilt, swivel, height, and slant adjustment 

(varies by model) 

Flexible Mounting Solutions
• Removable stand and VESA™  

compatibility 

Wide Viewing Angles
• Allows viewing from sitting or standing 

position 

3 Year Warranty
• Next business day advance replacement 



Download the victor and VideoEdge v6.1 software from the American Dynamics website under Software Downloads. Please 
note that you will need to log into the system with your email address and password. 

For more information on victor and VideoEdge v6.1, please contact your local American Dynamics sales representative.

Model Number Description
Professional Desktop Monitors

ADLCD17B 17” LCD 1280x1024, DP, VGA

ADLCD22BHD 22” LCD FHD 1080p, DP, VGA

ADLCD24BHD 24” LCD FHD 1080p, DP, VGA

ADLCD34MCWQ 34” LCD Curved WQHD 1440p, HDMI, DP, USB Hub

Ordering Information

© 2023 Johnson Controls. All rights reserved. Product offerings and specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual products may vary from 
photos. Not all products include all features. Availability varies by region. Contact your sales representative.
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Surveillance never looked so good 

See more and achieve more with our ultra-sharp 34” ultra-wide WQHD curved monitors. With more onscreen space, you 
can effectively dispense with the need for a dual screen setup and experience an all-encompassing immersive view which 
minimizes reflection and offers near uniform visual focus with enhanced color coverage to provide stunning true-to-life 
images. Extensive connectivity options, including RJ45, USB-C® and quick-access front ports enable fast and easy connection 
to a variety of devices, transforming the monitor into a productivity hub. 


